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− Quiz 

− Globalization: the increasing interconnectedness of places and activities around the globe 
− as in the global distribution of information by radio, television, and internet 
− as in the global distribution of consumer goods, the global network of production, shipping, 

sales, banking, etc. to produce, deliver, and pay for them 
− as in increasing contact and interaction between people of different cultures due to air travel, 

telephones, foreign wars, etc. 
− some people define globalization as the homogenization of culture that supposedly results 

from this 
− but others (including me) feel it is better to use the term for only the interconnectedness, 

and not to include in the term an assumption about what the results of the 
interconnectedness may be 

− while globalization is usually seen as a late 20th-century and 21st century process, in fact it 
has been building up for a long time 
− starting with the age of European imperialism and colonialism in the mid 1700's on? 
− starting with earlier sea trade to India and Asia, and Columbus's discovery of the New 

World in 1492? 
− starting with the expansion of the Roman Empire -- or earlier empires, back to Egypt, 

Babylon, or even before? 

− The Modern World System: Wallerstein 
− World system: a model of how modern world economic and political relations developed 

(Immanuel Wallerstein) 
− Includes the entire world known at the time 
− Like Europe, its colonies, and the surrounding societies 

− A powerful core society exploits a dominated periphery of other societies 
− The periphery provides raw resources and cheap labor 
− The core 

− extracts these resources, converts them to finished goods, and sells them back to the 
periphery 

− uses political/economic methods (taxes, import duties, licensed monopolies, etc.) to 
ensure that it benefits 

− uses military force to keep its political/economic position 

− Janus: Advertising and Global Culture 
− Janus says the “change agents” (the actors causing global cultural change right now) are 

transnational corporations. What are those? 
− Corporation: an organization that is legally a person 

− The corporation has all the rights and responsibilities of a person 
− It can make contracts, and must comply with them 
− It can earn and spend money, make profit and incur debt 
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− But the individuals who operate it are not personally liable for its debts, errors, 
misfortunes, etc. unless they personally break laws 
− This is the reason people form corporations: so that the business bears the risk of 

business dealings, not the operators themselves 
− But unlike a person, who has many, complex social goals in life, a corporation has only 

the goals set for it 
− usually to make money 
− (it is possible to have a charitable nonprofit corporation, a research corporation, etc., but 

these are less common) 
− also unlike a person, 

− a corporation is immortal 
− it also cannot feel pain or sorrow, be shamed or rebuked, go to jail, or be executed 

− except in the sense of being dissolved if it loses all its money 
− that is, an immortal, single-minded profit-seeking entity that cannot be influenced by 

social sanctions except, arguably, by fines 
− transnational: spanning multiple nation-states 

− thus hard for any one nation-state to control 
− and thus not necessarily aligned with any particular nation-state’s interests 

− Note how similar this is to the British East India Company you read about in the Robbins 
extract 
− There was also a Dutch East India Company, and other large corporations starting at least 

with the beginning of European colonialism and industrialization in the mid-1700s 
− Janus argues that transnational corporations are intentionally altering cultures in order to suit 

their ends: making profit 
− Janus suggests that advertising offers “consumer democracy” as a substitute for political 

democracy 
− Consumer democracy: a consumer’s power to choose the products he or she purchases: 

Nike or Rebock 
− Political democracy: a citizen’s power to have his or her wishes counted in decisions 

about government actions: taxation, war, roads, schools, police, etc. 
− Purchases are an accessible way of expressing oneself; real political action is not 

− Transnational corporations tend to use similar advertising across markets, both to save costs 
and because US and European cultures seem attractive in their wealth and luxury 
− Result: people in other countries see advertisements that feature European-looking people 

and values 
− Reinforcing the idea that their culture is worth less 
− That traditional or old is bad, and modern and new is good 
− Example: buildings of “materia noble” in Peru replacing the historic structures that 

foreigners come to see 
− Example: Peruvian billboards for condensed milk all feature blonde, white kids; for beer 

usually feature mestizo men and blonde, white women 
− Creates shame of being dark (and a market for skin and hair lighteners) 
− Reduces respect for old people 
− Reduces compliance with cultural rules that used to work to regulate behavior 
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− Creates unhappiness and dissatisfaction, especially among the poor, who are least able to 
buy what is advertised 

− Corporations are just trying to sell things, no one is forced to buy – isn’t that OK? 
− Given the negative social effects of transnational marketing, who profits, and who bears the 

costs? 
− What is the political consequence of teaching the poor to value things that they cannot have, 

or the non-white to value what they cannot be? 
− How do they handle the daily contradiction? 
− How can they maintain their identities? 
− Could this relate to 

− Resentment or hatred of other cultures? Terrorism? Revolution? “extremism”? crime? 
Depression? 

− Are nation-states being replaced by global entities? 
− transnational corporations 

− their goals, not human ones, tend to dominate government policy 
− World Trade Organization 

− good purposes 
− promote peace by adjudicating trade disputes 
− free up trade for the general good 

− should result in cheaper goods, more choice 
− ie. consumer democracy 

− should raise incomes [does it?] 
− should stimulate economic growth [does it?] 

− unelected body, meets in secret, no appeal of decisions 
− can deem a nation-states' environmental, labor, health, social laws to "restrict trade" and 

exert pressure to change by allowing other countries to impose tariffs, taxes, etc. 
− process: 

− government acts on request of a transnational corporation (or group of them: an 
"industry") 

− WTO hears case in secret 
− considers free trade as the main good that it should promote, not social, 

environmental, etc. concerns that are not obviously economic 
− or even economic concerns like the condition of the poor, unequal distribution of 

wealth, etc. 
− if it agrees, allows countries to impose tariffs, taxes, etc. 
− obviously can be manipulated by corporations with cash 

− gives corporations power over states 
− ex: US hormone-treated beef, GM (genetically modified) food being forced on Europe 
− ex: US can't require turtle-friendly shrimp fishing because that is deemed to impede free 

trade 
− authority supercedes nation-states 

− often said, but how true is this? 
− states supposedly have to abide by WTO decisions 
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− which may supercede states' own laws about pollution, worker safety, consumer 
safety, etc. 

− but they sometimes don't 
− then other states sometimes try to force compliance by imposing trade sanctions 

− is this really just a cover for doing what states (or corporations) want to do anyway? 
− point for anthropologists: WTO is a prime example of globalization, in which decisions by 

a remote body affect people's lives in other parts of the world 
− creates economic, legal, environmental, and other conditions that must be understood in 

order to understand what is going on with a given culture 
− also International Monetary Fund (IMF), etc. 
− overall point about globalization, colonial and imperial history, etc.: 

− these create some of the context for most or all societies and cultures today 
− recall that anthropology is holistic, and sees culture as an interconnected system 

− with globalization, it is necessary to expand one's view to a global scale in order to see 
the entire picture 
− to include all of the holistic pattern 
− to include the whole system (or all of the systems) 

− example: you can't understand culture and society in Iraq, Afghanistan, Latin America, the 
Philippines, etc. without understanding their histories of being colonized and exploited by 
foreign powers 
− and their relationships to global political and economic systems 
− for example, about half of Afghanistan's gross national product is from heroin produced 

from opium poppies 
− growing, harvesting, and selling the opium (or not doing so) is a huge factor in many 

Afghans' lives, their social organization, politics, economics, beliefs… 
− an industry introduced and nurtured by the British in the 19th century for sale to China 
− which exists and is lucrative today because of drug policies in other, distant countries 
− which has complicated relationships to Muslim morality, ideas about foreigners, etc… 


